P+ Wells Conference Call 7/10/15

Gretchen, Rich, Gary

Things to Cheer/Report:
- Status of 2nd Access
- Geotech feedback looks good, only
  - add res soundview (Landau & Hunt/Cressey)
- Any updates re: 90?
- SnoCD feedback on fiscal
- Add Woodway Scenario
- Add Impact Fees
- Critical Areas feedback from SnoCD
  - expected next week
- Status of Soundview meetings w/ Woodway?
- Cultural resources
- Timing of PIS review of Traffic Assumptions #2

Identification of missing pieces
- Sr. Housing
- Updated Figures
- Coordination w/ Chapter

Develop tracking tools?

Gretchen: Technical reports
- How to get missing pieces

Discuss how to solidify ports

Gary: Modify plan w/ letter

Rich: Flexibility comes from using a minimum
- Applicant may not want to go too far
- Might want to under assume

Gretchen: List of items to modify

Gretchen: I'll have SUR address tsunami

Gretchen: Other reviews waiting on Soundview Access

Gary: 2nd Access likely today

Gretchen: Status of Assumptions memo

Gary: 90' Art almost ready for visual
- Look like, aesthetics, quick finish
Coopy! Wanted to confirm traffic
sent to both Woodway & Shorenbein
Me already have

Gretchen! Questions on McCormick email on Chapter 2
Gary thinks nothing was adopted
Discussion of things still pending #6475
Corridor Study
Richard: Was issue a challenge to 4000 trips?
Gary: Yes, but until corridor study is done
Agreement to address issue in Chapter 2

Gretchen! to make some same notes

Discussion 2 public meeting during DEIS
- Design board
- Open house
- Not sure when first

Discussion Cultural!
* Be send Mason Morrisett letter